About this award, please see engineering, and materials. The team hopes to "develop a first Chemistry). This SusChEM division award has a goal of fostering research in sustainable chemistry, this $450,000 award are Bala Subramaniam, Kevin Leonard, and James Blakemore (from A new green catalysis grant award was just announced! The three faculty members associated with New NSF Grant seeks to turn carbon dioxide into useful products

If you plan to graduate this fall (next month!), make sure you have officially applied for graduation Fall Graduation is coming! LEEP2. Feel free to drop in and ask questions about anything career oriented! You can also check Looking for a job or internship? New SFST Grant seeks to turn carbon dioxide into useful products

This newsletter is created and distributed by the C&PE department representative, Martha Kehr:

WEBSITE

The Chemical Engineering Education Conference (CEEEC) is a unique resource for a variety of chemical catalysis and separation projects. Access to this library gives the CEEC a unique resource for a variety of chemical catalysis and separation projects. For more information, click here.

This newsletter is created and distributed by the C&PE department representative, Martha Kehr:

New TORP Director speaks at the ADIPEC Conference

Dr. Shahin Negahban just returned from Abu Dhabi where he presented at the annual ADIPEC conference. This conference is a highly respected and important venue for Petroleum engineers from Dr. Shahin Negahban just returned from Abu Dhabi where he presented at the annual ADIPEC conference. This conference is a highly respected and important venue for Petroleum engineers from

We want to wish you a safe and happy Thanksgiving break!!

For the full CEBC article about this award, please see this link.